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LIatroduction 
hquency Selective SurfacesNolmes (FSSNs), periodic strucwes with frequency selective 
propemes, have widely been used for millimeter and microwave applications [I]. Some 
applications include filters (band pass,-band stop), reflectors, radoms etc. FSSNs typically consist 
Of  a single or multiple material layers. Multiple layers (wiih each Iayer having a different 
frequency selectivity) are used for broadband applications. In recent years there has been an 
interest in using these structures at optical wavelengths. One of the applications is in thermo- 
photovoltaic filters used ro convert thermal energy into electricity. The filtcr i s  designed to 
transmit those wavelengths that can be dficiently converted into elecuicity, and LO reflect other 
spectra, which leads to energy conservation and an increase in overall system efficiency. These 
filters can be used in space missions KO help decrease energy consumption and reduce spacecraft 
mass, cost, and he1 loading. 
Numerical simulations of such filters are very limited in the literature [2,3]. Existing modeling 
approaches are based on the assumption of purely metallic (pcr€ectly conducting) structures on 
substrates. However, in practice, metals have finite conductivity that can lead to power absorption 
in the metal. At optical frequencies the usual material properties and perfect electric conductor 
(PEC) assumption is not applicable. Moreover, the conventional methods, such as using resistive 
sheets or lossy dielectrics to simulate metallic losses, are not accurate. Our goal is to provide a 
new approach for modeling metallic losses more accurately at the optical frequencies. 

2. Modcls for simulating metallic structures 
Several models exim and have been discussed in the Iiterarure to model metallic structures in 
numerical simulations. These models are PEC, the R-Card (Resisrivc Sheet) and Lossy Dielectric 
models. For non-PEC surfaces the resistive sheer model is the mosi popular. In the limiting case 
resistive sheet reduces to PEC via 

R=- 3 -=a0 (PEC) = R = O .  (1) 
02 

In the case of Aluminum, 

3 o = 38000000 (Aluminetm), I = 0 . 0 9 ~  3 R = 0.292sT. (2) 
1 R=- 
65 

Resistive model i s  efficient for material thicknesses that are small compared KO the wavelcngrh of 
operation (G20). When the thickness is increased this modo! fails (especially for the oblique 
incidence). This is the case at the optical Frequenck When the lossy dielectric model is used, the 
metallic regions arc modeled using high loss dielectrics and a relaive diclecnic permittivity 
calculated via the famula, 
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Here 9 is the dielecrric constant of free space, Q i s  the conductivity and o is the operating 
frequency. The lossy dielectric modo1 is better than the resistive model since it simulates the finite 
conductivity in B volumetric manner. Nevertheless, the lossy dielectric model is not valid above 
ISTHz. Thus at optid hquencies it is necessary to consider alternative models as discussed 
next. 

3. Material Modcling at the optical frequencies 

Consider a homogenous isotropic medium of relative dielecmc constant E, permeability p and 
conductivity a. From Maxwell's equation in a source free region, 

A E + P E = O  ; 
where 

A H + ~ * H = o .  

a) Unit Cell b) Commensurate Array 

Figure.1 Band Bass Filter Geometry 

Note that k2 is identical with the corresponding equations for non-conducting media when E is 
replaced by 

(6) 

(7) 

Q 

w 
g=c-j- . 

Correspondingly, we can define corn lex velociry and the refractive index of the medium viz. . 
* e  , n = - = n - j y  C 5 - '  P m 6 

Here n and y are rcal and are the mdard refraction index and anemation constant, 
respectively. They can be expressed in terns of the material constants E, p and cs as 

For supficiently low frquencies a is real. However there is a general consensus [43 that this is 
true only for wavelenas greater than x> ~ X I O - ~ C ~  (f< 15 THZ). Classical expressions for the 
value of e will not work at frequencies greater than 1STHz. To generate mathematical models of 
a thick conductor it is necessary to provide proper expressions of values of a. Thus to find cr we 
begin with the equation 

d 2r dr 
dtz dt 

m---+m,8-=eelE. (9) 



Figure 2. Metallic structure at the optical frequencies 
m is the mass, e is the electron charge and p is the dumping constant (-10 14 for metals). The 
solution of (9) CM be given as 

e r = -  E .  
rn(a,* +is@> (10) 

This refers to a periodic motion and gives rise to a current in the medium. If there arc 'W" free 
electrons per unit volume, the current density J is given by 

1 

Comparing (I 1) with J-E, we have 
Ne 

6 =  
m ( P - i w >  * 

It is clear from (12) that when W X P ,  CT can be approximated by q,=Ne 2 /mp which is real. 

However for o>>p (which is the case at optical frequencies) rhe imaginary part of u becomes 
large compared to its real part. If we use this expression for a, then in (8b) takes the form 

2ZN2 r p  
mw(w2 + p=> I m { 6 } = ~ " = 2 n  v =  

The dielectric constant at the desired frequencies can then be found using (13a) and (13b) or by 
using available measured data for n and yt [SI. 

4. Results/ Conclusions 

As an example, wc consider the commensurate may of the slot FSVs shown in Figd and employ 
various models for its analysis. The geometry refers to a unit cell size 700x700nm2, consisting of 
wo metallic regions; the outer ring is 50nm wide, and the inner block is 400x400nmz. The 
thickness of the unit cell is 90nm and the analysis done using a finite element boundary integral 
code [3]. Clearly the models mentioned above give different answers and vary in the mount of 
absorption (see fig. 5). Specifically the resistive mode1 does not provide much absorption and is 
also showing a shift due to modeling the actual thick structure with 8 sheet. The LD model is 
better but it over predicts rhe losses. The new model predicts a - 10% loss md measurements are 
needed to vcrify it. In figure 6 rhe transmitted, reflected and absorbed power results are presented 
for the proposed model. Note that the power loss observed in transmission is due to the 
absorption in the filter. 
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Figure 4. FSV Ccometry 
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Figure 5. Transmitted power for differcnt models 

Figure 6. Transmittcd/Rceeivcd and Absorbed power for proposed model 
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